DANCE
CREATE A DANCE
TASK CARD

Group Members

Draw where each dancer will begin

Guidelines
• It must be between 1 and 2 minutes long.
• Include at least 4 different steps you have learned.
• Include at least 1 step you have created.

Think About
• How will you all relate to each other? Will you all do the same thing? Will you all do things at the same time?
• Will there be symmetry? Asymmetry?
• What feelings or messages are you expressing with your dance?
• How will each move flow into the next?

Write your routine on the back side.

Assessment
1. Routine was between 1 and 2 minutes long.
2. At least 4 learned steps and 1 new step were included.
3. Skills flowed from one to another.
4. All group members participated and were equally involved.
5. A pedometer wearer took over 50 steps. (optional)